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Dissatisfaction with Management of M.I.T. & F.A. Causes Maine To Withdraw from Association

Open Letter Outlines Plan Proposed in 1924; Strong Arguments Back New Idea of System of Control By Faculty Managers

Athletic Board Makes Complete Investigation

An article appearing in the Portland Sunday Telegram reporting a rumor that the University of Maine is about to withdraw from the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association apparently renders it advisable for the University of Maine Athletic Board to make a public statement concerning the situation.

It would not seem necessary to go back further than the first general meeting of the four colleges of which the M.I.T. & F.A. is composed, to find the reasons why the University of Maine withdrew from the association. The action was taken, of course, with the consent of the faculty, but it is important to remember that the whole action on the part of the faculty was in harmony with the athletic policies and interests of the college. The faculty of the University of Maine has reached the conclusion that the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association has outlived its usefulness. Under the present conditions at the state institution, much more emphasis is being placed on tennis than on track and field sports. It does not seem possible to get this situation corrected under the present arrangement, and it is accordingly proposed to enter into a new arrangement with the other colleges.

Maine’s Chances in New England Meet Are Good

Prospects for a victory by Maine in the New England track meet at the Harvard Stadium next Saturday are a sight brighter as a result of the state meet last week. With Holy Cross coming as a definite possibility. Maine will find it no easy task to repeat its victory over last year’s team of four competing teams. The loss of Hobson and Lyden, first finishers in last year, will have a gage which must be filled to assure a favorable outcome. The seventeen men who scored in the state meet will probably be on the teams.

First Wrestling and Boxing Contests Are Staged at University

About 250 persons witnessed the boxing and wrestling exhibitions held in the Indoor Field last Tuesday evening. The exhibition featured five matches in the ring and four boxing pairs, was preceded over by Bill Philpott, who as master of ceremonies, ran the matches off in a very efficient manner. The contests, conducted under collegiate rules, proved to be fast and interesting. Decisions were awarded beforehand, no time limits being set, and a very limited number of motions and procedures, and not to be prior-win-

Many Surprise Points Are Garnished By Blue

Scoring points in every event, and scor-

Dr. Draper Is Granted Extension In Research

Friends of Dr. W. W. Draper, Pro-

Dr. Draper’s Fellowship

President Dr. W. W. Draper, Professor of English at the University of Maine, has been granted an extension of his fellowship research award of the American Memorial Foundation for study in England during the year 1927-28. Dr. Draper’s fellowship expires in August, and the extension granted will allow him to continue his research work at the University of Oxford from September 1, 1927. The first year, spent mainly at the Har-

Maine Wins Track Championship In Decideive Manner; Other Teams Fail To Show Expected Strength

Thompson, Black, and Gowell Win First Places in Their Events; Beckler and Harding Capture Pole Vault

Maine was the leader in first places, scoring six, with Thompson winning four in the distances and hurdles. Rich-

Athletic Association Will Hold New Election

Due to a misprint in the con-

The election will be held over Tuesday, January 14th, and each time both men and women may vote.

Several new nominations have been received since last week for various offices. Among those listed are Charles O’Connor, “Mink” Kent, “Bull” Vines, “Doc” McKenney, Fred Hall, “Bad” Brooks, “Chummy” Gowan, member of the faculty, William Bailey, “Bill” Bailey, and “Em” Richardson.

Edwin G. Merrill To Be Commencement Speaker

Edwin G. Merrill, a well known banker of New York, formerly of Bangor is to be the Commencement Day speaker this year. Once the chairman and President Boardman was supplied with a copy of the letter dated April 17, 1928, was sent to the President of the M.I.T. & F.A. by Draper in a letter addressed to the President of the M.I.T. & F.A. and was not found to be of the state of Maine. The University of Maine does not have the same duties and responsibilities as the M.I.T. & F.A., and the faculty of the University of Maine has prepared an edition of Seventeenth Century English Poetry, and has made much progress on his bi-

Connecticut

Maine Masque Elects Next Year’s Officers

Officers of the Maine Masque for next year were elected at a meeting held at the home of Professor Bailey Sunday evening. They are as follows: Robert D. Pinion, president; Maurice R. Wheeler, vice-president; Pauline A. Smith, secretary; and Catherine Bick, historian; Oscar T. Bick, stage manager; and William V. Cooper, electrician; Edna M. Bailey, costume manager.

Dr. Draper’s Extension

Dr. Draper has been granted a second-year extension for his research work in England. This will run from September 1, 1927, to September 1, 1928.

Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association, which was formed in 1924 to include the track coaches) for the purpose of meeting with representatives of the other three colleges and the University of Maine. The new arrangement will be that the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association will continue to exist, but the members of the faculty of the University of Maine will not participate in the affairs of the association.

New Dropping Rule Is Completely Explained

As the item was last week’s issue on the new dropping rule, so called, did not cover the matter fully, the following is quoted:

"The item in last week’s issue on the new dropping rule, so called, did not cover the matter fully, the following is quoted:

O'Connor, and "Em" Ridlon.

To withdraw from the Maine Intercollegiate Track and Field Association, should finally and definitely withdraw from the M.I.T. & F.A. even though the conditions.

The author of the letter stated that the University of Maine has outlived its usefulness. However, the opposition was not affected by these explanations, and the Maine track team made the best results possible in the meet. The Maine track team will probably be in the possession of the Maine strength. Sam Thompson, Bates’ star distance runner. Black’s record indicates that he is well prepared for the next meet. However, the Maine track team is not to be lightly contended with in the preliminary on Friday.

As the item in last week’s issue on the new dropping rule, so called, did not cover the matter fully, the following is quoted:

O'Connor, and "Em" Ridlon.

Fred Thompson

Fred Thompson

Fred Thompson

Don’t Miss Maine Track Meet

The words refer to the greatest source of track and field, the New England championship throbbing through the sixteen-pound shot, may be depended
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VICTORY

A University of Maine track team broke Bowdoin's nine year win-
ning record last Saturday. It is sufficient to say that Maine is more of
than its another team and is confident that they will make a
good showing next year.

EFFECTIVE JOURNALISM

The Bates Student, a worthy college paper, publishes the following in
a story in its May 9 issue. "Victories over our agricultural oppo-
tients are always welcomed by the students who wish to see more of
those. Many have expressed the hope that the college will be
ning with all kinds of assurance on the outcome of tomorrow's track meet.'

agriculturalists (V) wish to congratulate the Bates students on
their victories in football and baseball, and to foresee so correctly the
results of coming track meets.

DISSATISFACTION

It is the policy of the Campus to print no correspondence which is not signed
by the author. This week, however, we have received the follow-
ing anonymous letter which tends to show the value which a senior places
on the name which he bears. Since it is of a nature which will interest
many, we are publishing it.

May 9, 1928

Editor of the Maine Campus,

Dear Editor:

I have one month left of college. The dream about to come true has
stirred my thought; the thought I wrote. Print it.

With one month left I am dissatisfied. College has done a lot for me,
but the least it has done is educational ones. What I've gotten'

I have been handicapped by the main teacher from the beginning. I
have heard some professors sneer at bold schemers. There must be
something repugnant in sagaciousness to all pedagogical minds, for few professors
have made an effort to sell me knowledge. I have squirmed around on
situation, which is now under construction

THE MAINE CAMPUS
 penalties for grades. I have had professors who knew

books. I came here expecting to hear the fresh, vital truths of life ut-
tered by seers, and the first thing they sprung at me was a lesson in
hardest thing-.. I'm still waiting—and taking pre-lims for grades. Instead of a lucid understanding of life's fundamentals,
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Maine Wins Track Championship (Continued from Page 1)

In his first state meet, won the discus,
with his heave of 123 feet 3 inches.

MacNaughton ran a fast race in the
mile, finishing second to Sasnome of Col-
bury. He turned in a good afternoon's
work, taking a second in the 440 yard
dash and a third in the 220. Berenmeister
and Stymiest, finishing second and third
respectively in the 290 yard dash, added
points to Maine's score which it had
not been conceded. Jones and Chandler ap-
ppeared well beside Lucas and Greene, the
men to whom Bowdoin owed nearly half
of its points. Larsen, finishing second and
Mark third in the 880 yard run looked
like champions and surpassed the expecta-
tions of Maine supporters. O'Connor and
Cusano were in their best form and tied
for second in the running high jump, the
former also winning second in the
running long jump. Cushing, taking a
third in the two mile run, deserves not
only credit for his individual race but al-
so for the strategy which in part made
Richardson's victory possible.

It was not individual work, although
that was a factor, which made it possible
for Maine to win Saturday's meet in such
delicacy a manner and to wrest from Bow-
doin a title which it has held for nine
years. It was rather the work of a well
coordinated and balanced team. Coach
Frank Kanyas work in track has been
so skilled and so consistent that it was
enough to win many meets. Trainer Wallace, by keep-
ing the team in good physical condition, was
also instrumental in the victory.

BUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL

offers a four-year course leading
to the degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine.

Candidates for admission must
have completed two years of
work in an approved college of
liberal arts and science, includ-
ing six semester hours in each
of the following subjects:

English, Chemistry, Biology,
English, History, and
Mathematics.

Women are admitted. School opens
September 28, 1928. For further information write to
FRANK E. HASKINS, M.D.,
Secretary
436 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL

AT Goldsmith's Toggery Shop

TWO PIECE KNICKER SUITS
HIGH GRADE MARSTON SPORT CLOTHES

$30.00 VALUE AT $22.00

27.50        19.50

25.00        18.00

All New Garments—Come in—Look Them Over

Goldsmith's Toggery Shop

10 MILL ST.
ORONO

BOSTONIANS

UNQUESTIONABLY correct are Boston-
i ans. Made in
styles smart for any
occasion. Try them on. See how well they

THE LA SALLE
look—how welcome their comfort. And at
a price easy to pay. Monthly $7 to $10.
E. J. VIRGIE
Orono, Maine

STRAND THEATRE

ORONO, MAINE

Friday, May 18

Last Presentations To-day of
"THE PATENT LEATHER KID"

This picture made a tremendous
hit at The Strand Thursday and
many are planning to see it again.
Be sure and witness one of the best
pictures of the season.

Saturday, May 19

"A WASHINGTON SQUARE"
A Melodramatic Mystery, starring
Jean Harborth and Alice Joyce
You'll chuckle and "chill with
drills" at the same time

Monday, May 21

"NOW WE'RE IN THE AIR"
They were sailors and soldiers—
now they are gorgeously

THE PEABODY LAW CLASSES

The best opportunity to study law in Maine is afforded by the
Peabody Law Classes, a Portland institution.

This school will reopen in the fall with additional instructors,
offering a standard law school course, based on the Harvard
Law School course.

A limited number of students will be accepted for the first
and second year classes. Applicants should show qualifications
required for admission to the junior class of college.

Write for particulars to Judge Clarence W. Peabody, 119
Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

THE MAINE CAMPUS
Women's Sports Meet
Support and Approval

Women's outdoor sports are at their height. Every day innumerable girls can be seen playing basketball in the Atheltic Field and tennis courts devoting their enthusiasm to football, track, archery, and tennis.

The first classes have turned out to their enthusiasm for baseball, and the garrison an opportunity of match interest to all. The schedule for the games is:
- May 15, Junior-Senior Match; May 17, Seniors-Sophomores; May 18, Juniors; May 21, Sophomores-Seniors; May 22, Juniors-Senior.

Archery is one of the most popular of the outdoor sports. On Saturday, May 26, at 1:30 p.m., Inter-class meets began on May 14. The freshmen won 49 at 29 points, while the Sophomores followed with 15. The next meet will take place on May 19.
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